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Legged robots present an incredible opportunity for humanity to conduct dangerous operations such as disaster recovery and
planetary exploration without ever placing themselves in harms way. The ability of a leg to more freely dictate its shape,
orientation, and length gives it the mobility and adaptability necessary of a system intended for operation outside of a controlled
environment. However, there is currently an immense gap between what is possible of legged systems and their current set of
capabilities. To close that gap, researchers have posed terrain classification methods that give robots the ability to learn about
their environment and make intelligent decisions while walking. While current research has demonstrated methods for
detecting terrain height using vision, there exists no work on giving visually blind robots the same ability. This works presents
a collection of three contributions aimed at giving a visually blind robot the tools necessary to sense and understand terrain
height information for its environment. Results from a variety of tests in simulation and hardware prove the effectiveness of
the approach and offer a path towards more intelligent control.
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2) J. Rippetoe and L. Palmer III, “Foot Force Measurement for Adaptive Locomotion on Uneven Terrain”,
submitted to Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) in March 2019
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